Label-free quantitation, an extension to 2DB.
Determining the differential expression of proteins under different conditions is of major importance in proteomics. Since mass spectrometry-based proteomics is often used to quantify proteins, several labelling strategies have been developed. While these are generally more precise than label-free quantitation approaches, they imply specifically designed experiments which also require knowledge about peptides that are expected to be measured and need to be modified. We recently designed the 2DB database which aids storage, analysis, and publication of data from mass spectrometric experiments to identify proteins. This database can aid identifying peptides which can be used for quantitation. Here an extension to the database application, named MSMAG, is presented which allows for more detailed analysis of the distribution of peptides and their associated proteins over the fractions of an experiment. Furthermore, given several biological samples in the database, label-free quantitation can be performed. Thus, interesting proteins, which may warrant further investigation, can be identified en passant while performing high-throughput proteomics studies.